Abstract. For each manifold class &" it is given a functor 6^ satisfying the Eilenberg and Steenrod axioms except the excision axiom. It provides a nice unification of geometric treatments of homology and homotopy theories.
Introduction
The geometric treatments of homology and homotopy are very different. Nevertheless, from the axiomatic viewpoint, both give functors satisfying the first six axioms of Eilenberg and Steenrod (E.S.).
Their different behaviour under an excision is essentially the chief distinguishing feature of homology and homotopy.
The present note exhibits a nice interpretation of this formal resemblance by constructing a geometric theory which, generalizing the objects and the relations, allows for the unification of the treatments and also provides for make new functors.
The unifying notion is that of ^"-singular sphere for the objects, while it is that of ^-cobordism for the relations. By fF we mean a manifold class, whose definition is reproduced in § 1.
For each manifold class SF, we construct a functor O^ , from the category of pointed pairs of topological spaces to the category of graded groups, sastisfying the first six axioms of E.S. Q? agrees with the homology functor H if S* is the class 9^ of the geometric cycles without boundary, and it agrees with the homotopy functor n if y is the class &S? of the standard PL-spheres. Moreover, if/'c/, there is a homomorphism ,^:e^'(X,A,x0)^e9'(X,A,xo), and it is shown that VP^^ and ^V^ give a factorization of Hurewicz homomorphism for each manifold class ZF.
Preliminaries
Let F = {Fn }">o , where each Fn is a class of compact «-polyhedra (closed under PL-isomorphisms) satisfying:
(a) S°eFo; (b) VI e Fn and Vx e Z, LA:(x ,1)^.,; (c) VIe^andvre^ra,I*re^+m+i; (d) VZ e Fn and Vx e I, Z -sf (x ,1) £ 5^,. The set F is called a manifold class. The elements Z of Fn are called -spheres. The cone c * Z on an <9£_i-sphere Z is called an ^-disc, and a o polyhedron of the form Z -st(x, Z), I. e Fn and x e Z, is called an Fnpseudodisc. Note that an ^j-disc is an ^-pseudodisc and that the suspension of an ^-pseudodisc is an i^+i-pseudodisc.
An ^"-manifold of dimension n is a polyhedron M" such that each link is either an J?^_i-sphere or an ^_i-pseudodisc.
The boundary of M, dM, consists of points whose links are ^_i-pseudodiscs.
The polyhedron M-dM o will be denoted by M.
As an immediate consequence of the definition we observe that the boundary of an ^-manifold of dimension n is itself an ^-manifold of dimension n -1 without boundary.
A manifold class F is said to be connected if, for each pair Px, P2 of J^-pseudodiscs with dPx^fdP2, Px\JfP2eFn. If F is connected, the cylinder and the cone on an ^-pseudodisc are Fn+i-pseudodiscs (see [4] ). Moreover, it is easy to prove that, if Pi, P2 are Fnpseudodiscs and xx e dPi, x2 e dP2 such that st(xi, dPi) &g st(x2, dP2), then the polyhedron Pi Ug P2 is an ^-pseudodisc.
Details about manifold classes can be found in [1, 4] .
From now on we will sometimes omit the prefix F, if no ambiguity arises, and all the manifold classes are assumed to be connected and such that 3% = m.
The hypothesis Fq = {S°} implies that any ^-manifold M of dimension n is a geometric «-cycle, so it makes sense to define M to be orientable if M is orientable as geometric cycle.
The following manifold classes satisfy the above conditions:
5" = {standard PL-spheres} , %? = {homology spheres} , h = {homotopy spheres} , = {%}, where Wq = {S0} and Wn = {compact geometric n -cycles without boundary} if n > 0. A J^-manifold is simply a PL-manifold; an ^"-manifold is usually called a homology manifold; an /z-manifold is a homotopy manifold; and a ^-manifold is a geometric cycle.
Evidently for each manifold class F we have F>2' c F c ^.
Observe that a closed ^-manifold of dimension n > 0 is a ^-sphere. This property characterizes the manifold class W according to Theorem 1.1. Let F be a manifold class such that each closed F~n-manifold, n > 0, is an F~-sphere. Then F -^.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Since Ft] = {S0}, we can proceed by induction. Suppose that F"_i = %?n-\ ■ Then, by the previous observations, it suffices to prove that §J, c Fn . Let X be a compact geometric «-cycle without boundary. Since Lk(x, X) ê ,_i = Fn-X , for each x e X, X is an ^"-manifold without boundary and hence an ^"-sphere. D
The functor &F
rom now on all ^"-manifolds are assumed to be orientable. If M denotes an oriented ^"-manifold, -M will denote the same manifold with the opposite orientation.
Definition 2.1. An ^"-cobordism between two oriented ^"-spheres Zi and Z2 is an oriented ^"-manifold W such that:
(a) d W is the disjoint union of Z! and -Z2, and (b) W u cx * Zi u c2 * Z2 is an ^"-sphere.
An ^"-cobordism between two oriented pseudodiscs Pi, P2 is an oriented Fmanifold W such that:
(a') dW = Px u -P2 U W0, where W0 is a cobordism between dPx and dP2; and (b') W u cx * Px U c2 * P2 is an ^"-pseudodisc.
Observe that if X in an oriented ^"-sphere or an oriented ^"-pseudodisc, X x / realizes a corbordism between X and X. If W is a cobordism between Xi and X2, and W' is a cobordism between X2 and ^3 (AT,-, f = 1, 2, 3 , is an oriented ^"-sphere or an oriented ^-pseudodisc), then it is a little troublesome to prove that W Ux2 W is a cobordism between Xx and Xt, . Furthermore, a cobordism between pseudodiscs is itself a pseudodisc. This follows using essentially the property of F to be connected and the fact that the cone on a pseudodisc in a pseudodisc (see [4] ). Remark 2.2. If F = W, (b) follows from (a) and (b') follows from (a'). Remark 2.3. If F = IFF?, a cobordism between spheres is a cylinder and a cobordism between pseudodiscs is a PL-disc. Definition 2.4. Let (X, xq) be a pointed topological space. A singular Fsphere of (X, xq) is a triple (Z, D, f), where Z is an oriented ^"-sphere, D c Z is a top-dimensional simplex, and /: (Z, D) -> (X, xq) is a continuous map. Two singular ^"-spheres (Zi, Dx, f), (Z2, D2, f2) of (X, xq) are J?"-cobordant if there exists a triple (W, W', g), called ^"-cobordism, where W is an ^"-cobordism between Zi and Z2, W' c W is a J^-cobordism between Di and D2, and g: (W, W') -> (X, Xo) is a continuous map, so that the following conditions hold:
(1) wndW = DluD2;
(2) g/li = fi, 1=1,2.
From the previous observation it follows that the ^"-cobordism relation between singular ^"-spheres is an equivalence relation. One can see that such singular spheres are cobordant iff there is a cobordism (W, W', g) between them such that W' has a regular nbd N which is a PLmanifold and g/N is constant. Let Q^(X,xo) denote the set of ^"-cobordism classes of singular Fnspheres of (X, xq) . In order to define an addition in Q%(X, Xo), n > 1, it is convenient to consider only singular spheres and cobordisms satisfying the above conditions. Now given two singular w-spheres (Zi, Dx, fi), (L2, D2, f2), n > 1, let Theorem 2.6. The cobordism class of (Zi, Di, f) + (Z2, D2, f2) depends only on the classes of (Zi, D{, f) and (Z2, D2, f2).
Proof. The statement follows on observing that we can add the cobordisms, likewise the spheres. The J^-cobordism contained in a cobordism plays the role of the simplex contained in a sphere. D
The previous theorem allows an addition in Q^(X, Xo), « > 1 , by taking
We shall say that a singular «-sphere (Z, D, f) is cobordant to zero (0-cobordant) if there is a triple (P, A, g), where P is an oriented (n + 1)-pseudodisc, A c P is a top-dimensional simplex, and g: (P, A) -► (X, xo) is a continuous map such that dP = 1, AnZ-D, and gfL = /. The triple (P, A, g) is called a cobordism to zero of (Z, D, f).
All the spheres (Z, D, f) are cobordant to zero provided / is constant. Let Do denote a PL n-disc contained in the standard oriented n -sphere Sn .
Then we have Hence, each element of &n*(X, Xo) has an inverse.
Finally one can see that the addition in Q^(X, xo) is associative and commutative, so we have Theorem 2.8. 0^(X, Xq) is an abelian group for each n > 1.
The graded group {&^(X, xo)}n>\ will be denoted by &^(X,Xo). Like the homotopy groups, &^(X, xo) does not depend on the choice of xo in X, provided that X is path-connected. Theorem 2.9. Let F' c F be manifold classes. Then there exists a canonical homomorphism "¥?< t?: &f'(X, Xo) -» Q"(X, xo), for each n > 1. Proof. Since an ^"'-sphere (cobordism) is also an ^"-sphere (cobordism), it makes sense to define Vr.,9-: V£,D,f)lr, e Of (X, x0) -[(Z, D, f)W e ©f (X, x0).
Obviously 4V' ,& is a homomorphism. □ Let (X, A) be a pair of topological spaces and Xo is a point of A. By relative ^-sphere of (X, A, xo) we mean a triple (P, A, f), where P is an oriented J^j-pseudodisc, Ac P is a top-dimensional simplex meeting dP in a top-dimensional simplex, and /: (P, A) -* (X, Xo) is a map which carries dP to A.
Given a relative ^-sphere (P,A, f) of (X, A, x0), (8P,AndP,f/) is a singular ^_i-sphere of (A, xo) which will be denoted by d(P, A, /). Two relative ^"-spheres (P,■, A,■, gt), i = 1, 2, of (X, A, xq) are The ^"-cobordism between relative spheres is an equivalence relation. Imitating the techniques of Theorem 2.5, it is easily seen that the following holds. Theorem 2.10. Let (P,Ax,f) and (P,A2,f) be relative F-spheres of (X, A, xq) . If there exists a connected 3P3'-manifold M c P containing Ax and A2 such that M ndP is a connected FISf-manifold and f(M) -xq , then (P,Ax,f) and (P, A2, f) are F-cobordant.
Given a relative ^"-sphere (P, A, f), the previous theorem allows us to assume, up to a cobordism, that the frontier of A in P has a collar C in P -int(A) and / is constant on C. Let Of(X, A, xq) denote the set of thê "-cobordism classes of relative ^-spheres of (X, A, xq) . We can introduce in Of"(X, A, xq) (n > 2) an addition by setting:
where P is the oriented ^-pseudodisc obtained by gluing Pi and P2 by a PL-homeomorphism g: Axf\dPi -► A2 n c*P2 , f = fli f2, and A is a topdimensional simplex chosen in an open bicollar N on Ai n dPi « A2 n dP2 in P on which / is constant. As for the singular ^"-spheres, one can see that the above operation is well defined if n > 2, and it induces in Of (X, A, xo) an abelian group structure. The zero element is the class of the triple (A" , A , fo), where A" is the standard ^-simplex, A is an w-simplex of the first barycentric subdivision of A" , and fo is the constant map to Xq . This follows by using Lemma 2.7 and reasoning as in itself. From the definition of ^"-cobordism between relative ^-spheres it follows that a cobordism between (Pi, Ax, f) and (P2, A2, f2) determines a cobordism between the singular Fn-X -spheres <3(Pi, Ax, fx) and <3(P2, A2, f2) of (A, xq) . This implies that one can define a map d: Of (X, A,xq) -»
ef_,(,4,xo) by setting d([(P, A, /)]) = [d(P, A, /)].
It is easy to prove the following. An observation is necessary here, in order to simplify the proof. Let (P,A,f) be a relative ^-sphere of (X, {xq} , Xq) . Being f(dP) = Xq , by Lemma 2.7 there exists an ^"-cobordism (W, W', g) between d(P,A,f) and (S"~x, D0, fo). Then the triple (W udP P, D'0, g U ■/), where D'Q is an -simplex such that D'0 n Sn~x = D0 and g(D'0) = xq , is a relative ^-sphere cobordant to (P, A, f). Then for any element of Of (X, {xo}, Xo), we can take a representative triple (P, A, f) such that dP -Sn~x. It follows that it makes sense to define a map ¥: Of (X, {xq} , xq) -► Of (^, Xo), by setting ¥([(P,A,/)]) = ([(Puc*.3P,A,/)]), where 3P = Sn~x and / is the extension of / by the constant map to Xo. It is readily verified that *F is the inverse map of <p. So </> is a bijection.
We only need to prove that cp is a homomorphism. Let (Z,, Di, f), i -1, 2, be singular ^-spheres of (X, xq) , and let (Z, 
is constant on D, the last class is zero. Kerd c Im;'. Let (P,A,f) be a relative sphere of (X,A,xo) such that d(P, A, f) is cobordant to zero, and let (P, A, g) be a 0-cobordism of d(P,A,f).
The triple (Pl)P,A,fUg) is a singular sphere of (X, x0) (i= 1,2) be elements of ©f(A\x0). We may define Z = (Zi-l)i)u(Z2-Z)2) and / = fXj U f2f: Z -> X as in the case n > 1.
The difficulty lies in the choice of D in the regular nbd of dDi in Z on which / is constant.
Because dDi is not connected, neither are its regular nbds; therefore, the class of (Z, D, f) generally depends on D and there are essentially two possible choices of D. Then we need a rule to determine D.
Observe that, being Fo -S°, each ^-sphere is a finite disjoint union of standard 1-spheres. Let It is easily checked that ©f (X, xq) is a group under the operation defined above. It need not be abelian, because the choice of D depends on the order of the addenda.
To give a group structure in ©f^Af, A, xq) , the trouble is again the choice of the simplex A and it can be removed reasoning as in Qf(X, x0).
Thus we can define a new functor ©^ by setting QF(X, A, xq) = {©f(X,^,x0)}">i (S^(X,A,x0) = Qf(X,xo) if A = {x0}; it is simply a set otherwise). It satisfies the same properties of the previous one, but the graded group &^(X, A, x0) need not be abelian.
In particular, ©^ is in fact the homology functor H if F = W, and it is the homotopy functor n if F = FS? .
Functors ©^ different from H and n
An example of functor ©^ different from H and n can be obtained by taking F such that Fi = {Sx} and F2 is generated by a given orientable surface of genus g > 1 and the standard 2-sphere under the property to be connected. For, in this case, it is not too hard to show that Qf(X, xq) is abelian, so ©^ is not n. Moreover, if X is not connected, &f(X, xo) coincides with Qf(K, xo) where K is the path-component of X containing xo. It follows that ©f is not H.
The following example proves that there exist manifold classes F such that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use the groups ©f (X, Xo) are different from homology and homotopy groups even if X is a connected topological space.
For each positive integer m , let F'(m) be a manifold class such that: ' Z = Sn if n < m;
. _ Z is a finite disjoint union LeF'(m)n&{ J , of standard m-spheres if n = m;
. Z = S°*Z',Z' eF'(m)m if n = m +I.
Now we denote by F(m) the manifold class generated by F'(m) under the property to be connected. An ^(ra)-sphere Z of dimension m + 1 satisfies the following properties:
(1) Z is a connected polyhedron. 
